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bom outside the Union. Necessary as the measure may Chapter
be  from the point of view of maintaining racial    	1
supremacy, it is impossible not to recognise the force
of the arguments brought against it by the opposition
as a deliberate effort to prevent the expression of
native or coloured opinion on issues vitally affecting
them. Whether such suppression is the wisest line of
policy is a matter on which only experience can render
an opinion of value. But the whole measure is one
more sign that growing social unrest throughout the
Dominions is increasing the difficulty of recognising as
widely as formerly the liberty of the subject. Freedom
of speech is always regulated by the law of libel, and
in the case of attacks on the government the crime of
seditious libel1 in one form or another is recognised in
all the jurisdictions. The Commonwealth of Australia
was compelled by the violence of the strikes in the
ports to resort to drastic legislation, part of which in-
volving the deportation of persons on the determina-
tion of a minister was ruled by the High Court to be
impossible of support in law.2
It is of course a maxim of English law that all sub-
jects are bound to assist the authorities in suppressing
disorder, and the same doctrine is found in Quebec
and the Union of South Africa. In the Irish Free State
a Volunteer Division of the State army has constituted
itself as a safeguard for the opposition. All the more is
1	The Montreal trials (B. v. Engdahl et aL; R. v. Chalmers et al.) in
1931 (Can. Bar Review, is. 756-61) show the risk from this source to
individual liberty.
2	Walsh and Johnson, Ex parte; Tates, In re (1925), 37 C.L.E. 26.
The Crimes Act, 1932, allows deportation of members of unlawful
associations, declared so by the High Court or a State Supreme Court,
their arrest without warrant, and disqualification from voting.
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